100 ways to create truly beautiful flooring. The Amtico designers bring you endless possibilities for your space...

Designers’ Choice

with Amtico Signature
Crafting Pattern for over 50 years

100 INSPIRING DESIGNS

Colour combinations are the trademark of Designers’ Choice, elevating the beauty of the premium Amtico Signature collection to create 100 beautiful flooring designs.
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Our Designers’ Choice collection allows you to choose the perfect flooring from a pre-designed collection of 12 distinct laying patterns in 100 beautiful flooring combinations.

100 combinations for your home

Be inspired... Simply go online and explore all the different product options available to you at amtico.com

Meet the Designer
Sarah Escott, Senior Designer.

What is Designers’ Choice? With Designers’ Choice, the design team have done the hard work for you. Experimenting with textures, tones and palettes they have created a sophisticated, surprising and ready-to-use collection.

How does it work? Choose the perfect laying pattern, then pick the colour palette that works for you from the many different combinations.

1. Kura Kala
2. Cadence Aeria

100 INSPIRING DESIGNS
Why Designers’ Choice?

CHOICE MADE EASY

With Designers’ Choice, the products have been carefully put together by our skilled design team so that all you have to do is pick the perfect flooring design for your space.

ORDERING MADE SIMPLE

Once you’ve found the perfect combination for you, simply note the unique Designers’ Choice code and order through one of our hand-picked retailers.

Endless Possibilities...

With Endless Possibilities there is an array of choice at your fingertips. Take any Designers’ Choice laying pattern, then experiment with colour and product from the Amtico Signature collection to create your perfect Amtico flooring.
Basket Weave

This timeless classic has been given new beauty and elegance with Designers’ Choice.
Basket Weave

SIZES

A: 114.3 x 114.3 mm
B: 76.2 x 304.8 mm
Basket Weave

Varied grains in our one and two colour designs give the pattern stunning clarity.
The Limerick

DC101
Beautifully blended tones and soft, rustic feathering are perfect for this classic woven pattern.

Created with Parisian Pine

Basket Weave

Timeless Elegance
With Designers’ Choice we’ve re-invented this enduring, sophisticated and popular pattern. By using innovative combinations of colour and materials, Basket Weave has new purpose and appeal. This traditional option is stepping out of the shadows and into the limelight.

Beauty & sophisticated elegance

The Vintage

DC102
The freshness of using one colour with a treated finish creates a soft and classic design.

Created with Lime Washed Wood
100 inspiring designs Basket Weave

The Lustre
DC104
The soft metallic shimmer of this pearlescent wood and metallic abstract creates luxury and opulence in this Basket Weave design.
Created with Pearl Wash Wood, Patina Vapour

The Reclaimed
DC187
Smoky tones in this raw, granular texture give a time-worn feel to this combination.
Created with Harbour Pine

The Calm
DC188
The contrasting dark and light shades draw in the eye to the intriguing depths of this design.
Created with York Oak
100 inspiring designs Basket Weave

The Tranquil

DC189

This versatile shade suits modern or traditional settings and brings a relaxed feel to the space.

Created with American Oak

Basket Weave brings innovative combinations of colour and materials to life

The Charmer

DC190

With its subtle, shimmering grain and brown base, this design has a charming country cottage feel.

Created with Manor Oak
The Distressed

DC191

With its delicate, sandy grain, this is the perfect design for chic rustic interiors.

Created with Worn Oak

A timeless & sophisticated classic

The Refined

DC192

Oozing warmth and character, this is a timeless and traditional finish for any floor.

Created with Dry Teak
The Haze

DC193
The rich, smoky tones of this chic design look charming and sophisticated in this clever weave.

Created with Chateau Oak

The Legacy

DC194
Refined and stately, this striking shade is ideal for creating a rich, heritage feel.

Created with Priory Oak

The Deep

DC195
Rich, sleek and evocative, this dramatic one colour weave is ideal for modern interiors.

Created with Dark Walnut
Parquet

Stunning in its simplicity, Parquet has an enduring beauty.
SIZES

Small: 76.2 x 228.6 mm
Large: 114.3 x 457.2 mm
The rich tones of this elegant floor create a cosy cocoon in this small space.
**Enduring Beauty**

“Parquet is a sophisticated and elegant design that has stood the test of time. This versatile yet enduring pattern works equally well in classic and modern settings. The stunning simplicity of a single colour highlights the varied beauty of the wood, but when used in multiple shades it is given a contemporary edge.”

Sarah Escott, Senior Designer.

**The Mystery**

DC107

Rich ink strokes with deep indigo tones sweep through this smooth flowing grain for a modern, sophisticated finish.

Created with Ink Wash Wood
Large Parquet

**Enduring & sophisticated beauty**

**The Abode**

DC108

Warm, multi-tonal greys blur the lines in this eye-catching design.

Created with Nomad Oak
Large Parquet
The Oslo

DC110

The subtle, yet eye-catching tones from two modern woods give an artisan feel to this contemporary design.

Created with White Wash Wood, Limed Grey Wood
Small Parquet

The Timber

DC112

This trio of beautiful oak grains perfectly balances deep and soft shades of beige, honey tones and time-worn textures for an authentic and intriguing finish.

Created with Worn Oak, Brushed Oak, Fumed Oak
Small Parquet

The Classic

DC113

A truly traditional partnership of pattern and colour with these pale oak hues will make themselves at home in any space.

Created with American Oak
Small Parquet
The Organic

DC225

The natural blend of these organic, grey-cream shades gives a light, Nordic finish, perfect for the contemporary home.

Created with Basilica Shale, Kura Fennel (Stripping)

Large Parquet

The Loft

DC115

This homely, inviting and golden wood with reclaimed grains perfectly befits this traditional Parquet pattern.

Created with Farmhouse Oak

Small Parquet
The Study
DC117

Refined and elegant with a traditional antique finish, this is a rich and classic design.

Created with Priory Oak
Small Parquet

Stunning in its simplicity

The Arpeggio
DC118

Deep, rich, chocolate tones create a dramatic, luxurious and contemporary floor.

Created with Dark Walnut
Large Parquet
The Traditional

DC226
Contrasting shades of light and dark from two classic grains gives a timeless elegance.

Created with Cornish Oak, York Oak
Small Parquet

The Smooth

DC227
A smooth take on a classic style, this warm wood oozes elegance in this traditional pattern.

Created with Dry Teak
Small Parquet

The Metropolitan

DC228
The steely, grey-taupe tones of this contemporary design gleam with a striking metallic finish.

Created with Kura Caraway, Cadence Aeria (Stripping)
Large Parquet
Woven

A contemporary twist on a classic parquet design.
SIZE
A: 228.6 x 228.6 mm
Structured and symmetrical, this is a contemporary take on the geometric trend.
100 inspiring designs Woven

A Contemporary Twist

Woven is a fresh take on a traditional parquet design with its angular geometric pattern and interwoven shapes. The sharp angles and twisted weaves look stunning in a single colour, emphasising the grain of the wood. When used in multiple tones it is possible to create a versatile, decorative and striking pattern. Woven works beautifully in modern and sophisticated spaces.

The Canvas

DC119
The contrasting cool, grey tones in this contemporary design are steely, chic and inviting.

Created with Quill Gesso

Twisted weaves & elegant geometrics

The Grace

DC120
The light, bright tones of this soft, oak grain are an effortlessly, versatile choice for any space.

Created with White Oak
The Empire

DC121
Rich and glossy, the intense detail of this dark grain creates a deep and decorative finish.

Created with Dark Walnut

Versatile, decorative & striking

The Saxon

DC122
The classic, nut-brown tones bring artisan texture to this intricate, modern weave.

Created with Brushed Oak
The Spotlight

DC124
The striking contrast of these shimmering Abstracts dares to be different in this spectacular monochrome and geometric design.
Created with Glint Void, Glint Orb

The Cloister

DC123
Deep, warm greys highlight the shifting grain direction in this angular design.
Created with Nomad Oak
The Harmonious

DC238
The grey-cream hues work in perfect harmony with the subtle blue-purple tones in this authentic and inviting design.

Created with Kura Fennel, Kura Kala

The Smouldering

DC239
Rustic greys and warm velvets stand out beautifully against dusky blues in this subtle and smoky design.

Created with Kura Juniper, Kura Cassia
The Darling

DC240
Deep and imposing, the dark golden tones give a stately dimension to this design.

Created with Priory Oak

The Decadent

DC241
Rich decadence and shimmering silver contours stand out in the angular lines of this modern woven design.

Created with Script Maple Silver
Pleat

Simply beautiful, perfectly balanced and incredibly versatile.
SIZE

A: 114.3 x 457.2 mm
Elongate your space with the simplicity of Pleat. Used in Script Maple Silver, it is distinctive and rustic.
100 inspiring designs

Pleat

Simply Beautiful

“Pleat is beautiful in its simplicity yet elevated by its perfectly precise angles and neatly balanced design. The brilliance of Pleat is that for such a seemingly simple design, there is so much opportunity to create something truly unusual and unique for your floor.”

Sarah Escott, Senior Designer.

The Established

DC215

Chocolate brown and shimmering silver shades merge together in this chic chevron design.

Created with Script Maple Silver

Simple, elegant & perfectly balanced

The Dwell

DC126

The sun-kissed tones of this silky smooth grain make a modern and adaptable floor for classic or contemporary settings.

Created with Cornish Oak
The Sanctuary

DC127
Mottled greys and angular lines blend beautifully together in this light, airy and serene combination.

Created with Equator Flow, Kura Kala, Basilica Salt

The Affinity

DC129
Cool meets warm and traditional meets abstract in this eclectic and striking design, a combination which really shows off the angular lines of Pleat.

Created with Wharf Oak, Stria Lava, Cirrus Dawn, Kura Anise, Stria Basalt

The Captivating

DC208
Beautiful details sweep through the smoky, rich tones of this charming and characterful floor.

Created with Chateau Oak
100 inspiring designs **Pleat**

**The Whitewash**

DC209

Simple and sophisticated, the Scandinavian white hues are a perfect match for the precise, angular lines of this design.

*Created with White Wash Wood*

**The Seascape**

DC210

Grey-blue hues blend seamlessly together in this fresh, wild and rustic design.

*Created with Shore Oak*
100 inspiring designs Pleat

The Linear

DC212

The soft, linear pattern running through this neutral-grey wood lends itself perfectly to Pleat.

Created with Shibori Jasmine

Precise angles & a neatly balanced design

The Weathered

DC211

The rustic appearance of this authentic oak stands out in such a structured pattern.

Created with Brushed Oak
The Woodsman
DC213
The dynamic nature of this rustic, golden wood creates a dramatic finish in this simple structure.
Created with Grande Pecan

The Enduring
DC214
Warm flashes and cocoa tones make this an elegant and understated choice.
Created with Classic Walnut

The Harvard
DC125
The traditional grain of this versatile oak sits perfectly in this angular pattern.
Created with American Oak
Plank Weave

This clever pattern successfully brings a perfect sense of harmony to flooring.
SIZES

A: 152.4 x 914.4 mm
B: 152.4 x 457.2 mm
The Pastoral DC231

Plank Weave

The intelligent way in which the short planks meet the longevity of the larger planks creates an intriguing flow to this pattern.
100 inspiring designs *Plank Weave*

**The Pastoral**

DC231

With its timeworn appearance and golden tones this is a charming wood suited to modern or classic spaces.

*Created with Farmhouse Oak*

**The Taverna**

DC131

This rustic oak grain carries intriguing depth and detail that acts as a perfect contrast to the soft weave.

*Created with Worn Oak*

**Bold & Beautiful**

The clever way that the long planks are interrupted by shorter planks make this a bold and captivating weave. This is an ideal pattern for large, open spaces and has the flexibility and versatility to work well with Wood, Stone or Abstract products.
The Whisper

DC135
Steely rows of striking metallic stone are suddenly disturbed by the cool, grey grain of wood.

Created with Kura Caraway, Shore Oak

The Gallery

DC133
Subtle weathered bands in a spectrum of colour move effortlessly across the pattern for an intriguing finish.

Created with Parisian Pine
The Antique
DC229
This worn, rustic oak sits comfortably in the large planks for a distressed and charming finish.
Created with Aged Oak

The Flaxen
DC230
The golden tones of this simple grain appear warm, welcoming and inviting.
Created with French Oak
Flagstone

Clever tile combinations make this pattern intriguing and interesting.
SIZES

Small:
A: 619.1 x 619.1 mm

Large:
A: 914.4 x 914.4 mm
Flagstone

Cleverly balanced against the muted tones of the walls, Flagstone is inviting and welcoming.
100 inspiring designs Flagstone

Clever Combinations

“It’s the clever way that rectangular and square tiles have been placed together that gives Flagstone its unique character. Although it lends itself to large, free-flowing spaces, it is versatile enough to work in smaller spaces where design detail really catches the eye. It is charming and elegant in Stone but when used with Abstract it’s really easy to create the wow factor.”

Sarah Escott, Senior Designer.

The Nuance

DC137

Soft blue-grey tones dance across the different size tiles for a fresh, bright feel.

Created with Mirabelle Bleu, Stria Basalt (Stripping)
Large Flagstone

Uniquely characterful & versatile

The Illusion

DC142

Layers of pattern spring to life with movement thanks to Umbra’s sweeping flow and curves.

Created with Umbra Dusk, Umbra Veil (Stripping)
Large Flagstone
The Daydream

DC198

Cool, natural and cream stone with a rippled effect creates a delicate and dreamy floor.

Created with Riverstone Tundra, Honed Limestone Natural (Stripping)

Large Flagstone

The Delicate

DC199

The dappled, creamy grey with darker flecks running through has an authentic and rustic feel.

Created with Lulworth Stone, Stria Basalt (Stripping)

Large Flagstone

The Marbled

DC200

Serene and opulent, this versatile and beautiful stone cleverly combines smooth and speckled features and is given clear definition by the use of a darker strip.

Created with Basilica Shell, Kura Juniper (Stripping)

Large Flagstone
The Mist

DC201

Rough in texture, yet charming in nature, deep slate grey swirls in multiple directions across this striking floor.

Created with Welsh Slate, Basilica Salt (Stripping)
Large Flagstone

The Sparkle

DC202

Inky black tones are illuminated with silvery specks to add an extra dimension to this intense and daring design.

Created with Fragment Abyss, Fragment Nova (Stripping)
Large Flagstone
The Fusion
DC203
Soft amethyst and grey tones and deep textures produce a modern and characterful finish.

Created with Kura Anise,
Kura Kala (Stripping)
Large Flagstone

Clever combinations blend effortlessly together

The Halcyon
DC204
The soft, crumbled texture of this pale stone appears effortless and natural.

Created with Stria Sediment,
Mica Mix Eggshell (Stripping)
Small Flagstone
100 inspiring designs Flagstone

**The Depths**

DC205

Charcoal shades run through this deeply dramatic stone for a sleek and sophisticated finish.

*Created with* Stria Volcanic, Kura Kala (Stripping) Small Flagstone

**The Enlightened**

DC206

With its blushing simplicity and beautiful brightness, this is a striking floor for a contemporary space.

*Created with* Limestone, Kura Fennel (Stripping) Small Flagstone

**The Abyss**

DC207

Deep greys and patterns sweep across this design giving it elegance and definition.

*Created with* Cadence Montis, Kura Kala (Stripping) Small Flagstone
Staggered Block

Stylish and confident, Staggered Block brings a welcoming warmth to your home.
SIZES

A: 457.2 x 457.2 mm
B: 228.6 x 457.2 mm
C: 152.4 x 457.2 mm
Staggered Block

Modern simplicity. In a clean and contemporary setting Staggered Block adds charm and character.
100 inspiring designs Staggered Block

Staggered Block

The secret to Staggered Block’s success is the clever placement of the three different size tiles to create a subtle, flowing pattern that gives stunning definition to the floor. With its architectural quality it works really well in large, open plan areas but in smaller spaces it can create a cosy and inviting scene.

The Aerial

DC143

Gentle, shifting linear tones move effortlessly across this sleek graphite for a deep, cool finish.

Created with Graphite Slate, Basilica Shell (Stripping)

Bold, clever & confident

The Vogue

DC145

The clever way that the soft amethyst and greys swirl together in this deep-dye effect gives an unmistakably urban feel.

Created with Kura Anise, Kura Opium (Stripping)
100 inspiring designs **Staggered Block**

**The Mall**

**DC146**
This beautifully pale neutral stone with its delicate fleck can really stand out in a contemporary space.

*Created with* Mica Mix Eggshell, Stria Basalt (Stripping)

---

**The Sensory**

**DC147**
The cross-grain on this steely stone creates movement and flow across this urban concrete.

*Created with* Cadence Aeria, Cadence Montis (Stripping)
100 inspiring designs

**Staggered Block**

---

**The Fortified**

DC236

Urban and cool, this steely grey stone with a skimmed surface is perfect for creating a chic industrial vibe.

*Created with* Exposed Concrete, Cirrus Air (Stripping)

---

**The Crumbled**

DC237

This dappled granular stone is flecked with darker shades of grey creating an intriguing mottled effect when used in this pattern.

*Created with* Lulworth Stone, Shimmer Felt (Stripping)
Block Weave

Elegant and refined, this classic and popular pattern remains an enduring choice.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block Weave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIZES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Weave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIZES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: 457.2 x 457.2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: 228.6 x 457.2 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Block Weave

The clever placement of tiles looks sleek and elegant in the sheen of Chroma.
100 inspiring designs

The Chroma Story

“Inspired by craftsmen and the mixing of metallic pigments, our design team developed Chroma, which smoulders with dark, smoky textures to bring striking depth to your floor.”

Kelly Alders, Senior Designer.

The Midnight

DC149
Lustrous bands of colour and metallic waves give this luxurious weave its distinctive movement.

Created with Chroma Black

Elegant, refined & enduring

The Palatial

DC150
Natural and versatile, this pale grey slate works well in modern or classic settings sweeping gently in both directions across the Block Weave.

Created with Cumbrian Slate, Kura Opium (Stripping)
The Roman
DC151
Cool and fresh, the crystalline texture adds depth and definition as it beautifully contrasts across the Block Weave tiles.
Created with Doric Marble

The Spa
DC153
The way the directional grain of this smoky wood bends and twists in the alternating pattern of Block Weave adds an eye-catching dimension.
Created with Shibori Sencha
The Natural

DC196
The pale, neutral tones of this opulent stone have a soft linear pattern that stands out in the Block Weave pattern.

Created with Travertine Romano

The Striking

DC197
Soft lines of warm mink and blue-grey have warmth and character in the weave pattern.

Created with Equator Tide,
Kura Fennel (Stripping)
Random **Stone**

A contemporary, shifting block pattern with clever size variations.
**SIZES**

A: 228.6 x 457.2 mm  
B: 152.4 x 457.2 mm  
C: 304.8 x 457.2 mm
Random Stone

Sleek and inviting, the casual nature of this pattern creates a modern and elegant finish.
Contemporary Elegance

The intriguing use of rectangular tiles in three different sizes has created this contemporary block pattern that cleverly draws in the eye but never dominates. Although the pattern is bold, it is flexible enough to bring a cozy and inviting feel to small spaces or grandeur and conformity to larger areas.

The Atmosphere

DC179
Swirls of pattern drift across the tiles leaving a dusky, chic and seamless finish.

Created with Umbra Eclipse, Basilica Shell (Stripping)

Clever, contemporary & intriguing

The Industrial

DC180
This multi-layered, urban stone gives a steely, industrial finish that lends itself to large spaces in the Random Stone pattern.

Created with Composite Pumice, Cirrus Air (Stripping)
The Faded

DC232
The ashen nature of this pale stone creates a clean, crisp finish that is perfect for modern spaces.

*Created with* Basilica Salt, 
Kura Anise (Stripping)

The Shore

DC233
The pale speckled stone is incredibly adaptable and versatile and lends itself to the fluid nature of this laying pattern.

*Created with* Mica Mix Eggshell, 
Kura Fennel (Stripping)
100 inspiring designs Random Stone

The Enigmatic

DC234
Deep charcoal shades sweep across the uneven tiles for a dramatic finish.

Created with Stria Volcanic,
Metal Shot (Stripping)

The Darkness

DC235
Minimalist and modern, this smouldering slate in a Random Stone pattern would work beautifully in a small, urban space.

Created with Graphite Slate,
Basilica Shell (Stripping)
Arrow

Strike out and create impact with this angular geometric pattern.
The clever use of contrasting colours creates an eye-catching and bold finish.
The Kura Story
Cool, contemporary and with delicate features Kura Kala is strikingly beautiful. Inspired by a combination of texture, density and light, these colour and product combinations add a layered effect to your floor. Laid in Arrow, this is bound to make an eye-catching statement in your home.

The Tapestry
DC164
Four cleverly balanced tones bring warmth, colour and texture.
Created with Kura Kala, Kura Cassia, Kura Caraway, Kura Anise

The Twilight
DC162
Understated yet luxurious, darts of linear metallic gold cut through the blackness for a dark and dramatic finish.
Created with Back to Black Vamp, Infinity Pulse
The Turner
DC163

The warm tones of these rustic grains add charm, character and definition.

Created with Reclaimed Oak, Pier Oak, Harbour Pine

The Temple
DC160

The fresh and versatile pale shades of Basilica leave a serene and calm finish.

Created with Basilica Salt, Basilica Shell
The Relaxed

DC185
Cool and fresh, the grey-pearlescent lines sweep endlessly along the pattern for a chic, seamless finish.

Created with Infinity Spark

The Peaceful

DC186
The gentle flowing lines of light greys in warm and cool shades sweep effortlessly along and soften the edges of this angular pattern.

Created with Equator Flow
KeyStone

This clever and confident pattern has a simple flash of brilliance.
SIZES

Small:
A: 50.8 x 50.8 mm
B: 304.8 x 304.8 mm

Large:
A: 50.8 x 50.8 mm
B: 457.2 x 457.2 mm
The dark detail leads you effortlessly into this alluring space.

**Key Stone**

The dark detail leads you effortlessly into this alluring space.
A Flash of Brilliance

This is a captivating and memorable pattern that plays a clever trick on the eye. The subtle movement of the squares and diamonds lends itself to stunning colour combinations that can be simple and muted or bold and striking.

The Contrast

DC216

This cool, urban tile is given a monochrome twist with the addition of dark graphite.

*Created with* Composite Calcium, Graphite Slate
*Small Key Stone*

Captivating, clever & distinctive

The Mild

DC217

The delicate markings on this creamy stone add a touch of interest to this classic combination.

*Created with* Mirabelle Creme, Fossil Limestone
*Small Key Stone*
100 inspiring designs *Key Stone*

**The Fantasy**

**DC218**

The simple beauty of natural stone is interrupted by the dash of deep brown.

*Created with* Jura Grey, Dark Walnut

Small Key Stone

---

**The Distinctive**

**DC219**

This cool, contemporary stone with its soft speckled grain is given a monochrome edge in this striking combination.

*Created with* Stria Ash, Cirrus Twilight

Small Key Stone
100 inspiring designs Key Stone

The Swell

DC220
Dark and dramatic, the swirling and uneven nature of the pattern creates a mystical finish.

.Created with Umbra Eclipse, Umbra Veil Large Key Stone

Stunning colour combinations

The Composed

DC221
The light grain of this sandy stone is peaceful and calming with the subtle addition of cream.

.Created with Stria Sand, Mirabelle Creme Large Key Stone
Kite

A distinctive geometric pattern that stands out from the crowd, it creates a contemporary edge guaranteed to make an impact.
SIZES

A: 373.9 x 431.8 mm
B: 262.4 x 80.8 mm
Kite

The distinctive flow of Kite creates a characterful floor.
The Umbra Story

“With its effortless linear appearance, Umbra experiments with movement and flow to create a non-repeating pattern. The design team explored how light, shadows, fabric and liquids blend together to give this product its endless layered effect.”

Karen Quarterman, Design Manager.

The Shadow

DC173

The pleats and curves of Umbra soften the geometry in this dusky combination.

Created with Umbra Dusk, Umbra Veil

The Serene

DC172

The warm tonal contrasts between these textured grains creates a calming finish with a subtle pearlescent shimmer.

Created with Cirrus Dawn, Cirrus Mist
The Subtle

DC222
The soft, crumbled textures in this delicate combination form an effortless pattern.

Created with Stria Sediment, Mirabelle Creme

The Bequest

DC174
A soft and elegant combination of pale greys and chalky textures with metallic highlights blend beautifully together.

Created with Basilica Salt, Basilica Shell, Kura Caraway

1. Basilica Shell
2. Basilica Salt
3. Kura Caraway
The Fusion

DC223
The use of this monotone grey with its subtle pattern softens the edges of the Kite for a delicate finish.

Created with Cumbrian Slate

The Dramatic

DC224
The blue-purple hues of Kura stand out against the pale grain of Stria for a subtle, but striking combination.

Created with Stria Basalt, Kura Kala
Endless Possibilities

With Endless Possibilities, we've created the perfect framework to help you create your dream floor.

Create your dream floor
Sarah Escott, Senior Designer explains...

Simple and easy to follow. Simply choose any Designers’ Choice laying pattern then experiment with any colour and product from the Signature collection to create your perfect Amtico design.

Expert team on hand to help. Remember that when you visit one of our hand-picked retailers, you'll be given expert advice to help you find the most inspirational choice of products and patterns for your space.

Quill Gesso
Basket Weave

114.3 x 114.3 mm  76.2 x 304.8 mm

1 Product
Code: EP101

2 Products
Code: EP104

Parquet

Small: 76.2 x 228.6 mm  Large: 114.3 x 457.2 mm

1 Product Large without Stripping
Code: EP107

1 Product Large with Stripping
Code: EP225

1 Product Small
Code: EP113

2 Products Small
Code: EP110

3 Products Small
Code: EP112
100 inspiring designs *Endless Possibilities*

**Woven**

228.6 x 228.6 mm

1 Product  
Code: EP119

---

2 Products  
Code: EP124

**Pleat**

114.3 x 457.2 mm

1 Product  
Code: EP126

---

2 Products  
Code: EP127
Plank Weave

152.4 x 914.4 mm  152.4 x 457.2 mm

1 Product
Code: EP131

Flagstone

Small:
101.6 x 101.6 mm  203.2 x 203.2 mm  203.2 x 304.8 mm
101.6 x 203.2 mm  101.6 x 304.8 mm  304.8 x 304.8 mm

Large:
152.4 x 152.4 mm  304.8 x 304.8 mm  304.8 x 457.2 mm
152.4 x 304.8 mm  152.4 x 457.2 mm  457.2 x 457.2 mm

2 Products
Code: EP135

1 Product Small
Code: EP204

1 Product Large
Code: EP137
Staggered Block
457.2 x 457.2 mm  228.6 x 457.2 mm  152.4 x 457.2 mm

1 Product with stripping
Code: EP143

2 Products without stripping
Code: EP148

Block Weave
228.6 x 457.2 mm  457.2 x 457.2 mm

1 Product without stripping
Code: EP149

1 Product with stripping
Code: EP150
Random Stone

152.4 x 457.2 mm  228.6 x 457.2 mm  304.8 x 457.2 mm

1 Product with stripping
Code: EP179

Arrow

114.3 x 457.2 mm

1 Product
Code: EP159

2 Products
Code: EP160
Key Stone

Small: 50.8 x 50.8 mm  304.8 x 304.8 mm
Large: 50.8 x 50.8 mm  457.2 x 457.2 mm

Kite

373.9 x 431.8 mm  262.4 x 80.8 mm

2 Products
Code: EP173

3 Products
Code: EP174
Your local retailer
Your local Amtico flooring specialist can help make your flooring dreams a reality.

Room Visualiser
Try the products and laying patterns that suit your home with our unique Room Visualiser.

Order samples
Order free samples in advance to see how they work in your space.